See this
little bit it
needs to be
undone
its called a presta valve. if you are
not familiar with them there is a
trick. once you have removed the
plastic valve cover there is a small
knurled brass stop that also needs
to be undone to get air through the
valve.

like this for
good airflow

No air no coffee much sadness!!!
Steve's heart
starter
level
we are not looking to get
prescriptive here. it's a
personal thing coupled of
course with that driving caffine
addiction....

to power the fixie to the station in the
morning i find i need to fill the basket
2mm from the top and then tamp
gently but forcefully to the 3-4mm
level below the rim as shown.

make sure the
basket hole are
clear. force
blockages out
with air

check the o-rings. replace if cut
or disintergraing.

check seal
for damage

clean the white parts carfully with
gumption if stained
clean the metal parts with soap and
water only or you risk scrathing them

disassemble and
check internals.
clean if required

check for
wear here.
replace if
necessary

and this
seal too

check shower
screen for
blocked holes.
blow clear with
air

clean and
check the
valve
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poor pressure.
Clean the seals (check for grinds underneath) and check the valve for
blockage.
watery infusion.
reduce the grind size or increase the dose in the basket.
poor crema.
increase the heat reduce he grind size and put some
muscle in the pumping.

heat
the water temperature should not drop below 85 degrees. this can
be tricky if your using a thermos for the hot water but a good
rolling boil on a stove equates to 100 degrees.
pressure
it does not take a huge amout of pressure to get a good shot by you need to
get at least 60psi to get some emulsification happening.
time
while its difficult to burn the shot with an airspresso you still need to
produce it in about 30 seconds to reduce heat loss.

water at about 85
degrees. low
pressure

water at about 95
degrees actively
pumped

its all analogue at the end of
the day so practise makes
perfect. perfect tends to vary
according to taste. Grind, bean
type, pressure and heat all
have a part to play!!
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